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This guidebook explores 58 walks in Slovenia's Julian Alps. Graded
between easy valley and forest walks, high-level mountaineering routes
and multi-day treks, there is a range of opportunity for walkers of all
abilities to experience this increasingly popular Alpine range. The walks in
this guide are divided into sections surrounding bases with plenty of
accommodation and transport facilities; Kranjska Gora, Bohinj, Bovec,
Bled and Kobarid.
The Julian Alps in western Slovenia, bordering Italy and Austria, are a
dramatic pantheon of limestone towers and rugged ridges giving way to
high, Alpine meadows and forested valleys. One of the most stunning
mountainous areas, much of the Julian Alps are part of the Triglav
National Park, and the guidebook includes multiple routes up Triglav Slovenia's highest peak.

Key marketing points
• Comprehensive guide to walking in the region
• Strong current interest in Slovenia and Croatia
• Complements guides to the Karavanke and Trekking in Slovenia, by the
same authors

About the author
Together Roy Clark and Justi Carey have around 50 years of
mountaineering experience which has shaped their whole lives. Their
passion for the outdoors has led to travels across the world, including
Iceland, North America, Jordan and New Zealand. In 2002 they moved to
Slovenia in search of new challenges, and are currently living in the heart
of the Julian Alps, where they are happily exploring this new area and
culture.
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